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New Era Progressive School 

Korba 

Holiday Home Work 

Class – XI 

ENGLISH 

 In a group of 05, prepare a PPT on tribes of Armenia, C. G and Kerala.  

 Read the newspaper everyday and collect one good article/ features each related to 

the elderly, adventure, environmental hazards and paste them in a file.  

 Draw a mind map of the chapter 'The summer of beautiful white horse'.  

 Prepare any one topic for Assessment of speaking skill.  

 

COMPUTER SCIENCE 
 Questions : 

1) Explain volatile and non-volatile memory. 

2) Explain various generation computers. 

 

 Differentiate between the following:  

1) Primary Memory and Secondary Memory 

2) RAM and ROM 

3) Source code (program) and object code (program) 

 

 Expand the following terms : 

1. CPU, 
2. ALU, 
3. VLSI, 
4. MSI, 
5. LSI, 
6. SSI, 
7. IC, 
8. IPO, 
9. HLL, 
10. MB. 

.NOTE : Write all the above questions in you practical file.  
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PHYSICS 

1. Investigatory Project (Working model and File) 

2. Worksheet (Units and measurement; Motion in straight 

line) 

 

[A] Units and Measurement 
1 Marks Questions 

1.What is the difference between Ao and A.U.? 

2.Define S.I. unit of solid angle? 

3.Name physical quantities whose units are electron volt and pascal? 

4.Fill ups. 

(i) 3.0m/s2 = --------------------- km/hr2 

(ii) 6.67 10-11Nm2/kg2 = ------------------------- g-1cm3s-2 

5.Write S.I unit of luminous intensity and temperature? 

6.A new unit of length is chosen such that the speed of light in vacuum is unity. What is the distance 

between the Sun and the Earth in terms of the new unit if light takes 8 min and 20 s to cover this 

distance? 

7.A student measures the thickness of a human hair by looking at it through a microscope of 

magnification 100. He makes 20 observations and finds that the average width of the hair in the field 

of view of the microscope is 3.5 mm. What is the estimate on the thickness of hair? 

8.The photograph of a house occupies an area of 1.75 on a 35 mm slide. The slide is projected on 

to a screen, and the area of the house on the screen is 1.55 . What is the linear magnification of the 

projector-screen arrangement? 

9. The farthest objects in our Universe discovered by modern astronomers are so distant that light 

emitted by them takes billions of years to reach the Earth. These objects (known as quasars) have 

many puzzling features, which have not yet been satisfactorily explained. What is the distance in km 

of a quasar from which light takes 3.0 billion years to reach us? 

2 Marks Questions 

1.When a planet X is at a distance of 824.7 million kilometers from earth its angular diameter is 

measured to be 35.7211 of arc. Calculate the diameter of ‗X‘. 

2.A radar signal is beamed towards a planet from the earth and its echo is received seven minutes 

later. Calculate the velocity of the signal, if the distance between the planet and the earth is 

6.3x1010m? 

3.Find the dimensions of latent heat and specific heat? 

4. Find the dimensions of V in Vander Waal‘s equation  

5.E, m, l and G denote energy, mass, angular momentum and gravitational constant respectively. 

Determine the dimensions of   
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6.Calculate the time taken by the light to pass through a nucleus of diameter 1.56 10-16 m. (speed of 

light is 3 108 m/s) 

7.Two resistances R1 = 100  and R2 = 200  are connected in series. Then what is the 

equivalent resistance? 

8.If velocity, time and force were chosen the basic quantities, find the dimensions of mass?   

9.A calorie is a unit of heat or energy and it equals about 4.2 J where . Suppose we 

employ a system of units in which the unit of mass equals α kg, the unit of length equals  m, the 

unit of time is y s. Show that a calorie has a magnitude in terms of the new units. 

10.Explain this statement clearly: 

―To call a dimensional quantity "large" or "small" is meaningless without specifying a standard for 

comparison‖. In view of this, reframe the following statements wherever necessary: 

(a) atoms are very small objects 

(b) a jet plane moves with great speed 

(c) the mass of Jupiter is very large 

(d) the air inside this room contains a large number of molecules 

(e) a proton is much more massive than an electron 

(f) the speed of sound is much smaller than the speed of light. 

11.Which of the following is the most precise device for measuring length: 

(a) a vernier callipers with 20 divisions on the sliding scale 

(b) a screw gauge of pitch 1 mm and 100 divisions on the circular scale 

(c) an optical instrument that can measure length to within a wavelength of light ? 

12. Answer the following: 

(a) You are given a thread and a metre scale. How will you estimate the diameter of the thread? 

(b) A screw gauge has a pitch of 1.0 mm and 200 divisions on the circular scale. Do you think it is 

possible to increase the accuracy of the screw gauge arbitrarily by increasing the number of divisions 

on the circular scale? 

(c) The mean diameter of a thin brass rod is to be measured by vernier callipers. Why is a set of 100 

measurements of the diameter expected to yield a more reliable estimate than a set of 5 measurements 

only? 

13. The mass of a box measured by a grocer"s balance is 2.300 kg. Two gold pieces of masses 20.15 g 

and 20.17 g are added to the box. What is (a) the total mass of the box, (b) the difference in the 

masses of the pieces to correct significant figures? 

15. The unit of length convenient on the atomic scale is known as an angstrom and is denoted by

. The size of a hydrogen atom is about what is the total atomic volume in 

of a mole of hydrogen atoms? 

16. Explain this common observation clearly: If you look out of the window of a fast moving train, 

the nearby trees, houses etc. seem to move rapidly in a direction opposite to the train"s motion, but the 

distant objects (hill tops, the Moon, the stars etc.) seem to be stationary. (In fact, since you are aware 

that you are moving, these distant objects seem to move with you). 
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17. Precise measurements of physical quantities are a need of science. For example, to ascertain the 

speed of an aircraft, one must have an accurate method to find its positions at closely separated 

instants of time. This was the actual motivation behind the discovery of radar in World War II. Think 

of different examples in modern science where precise measurements of length, time, mass etc. are 

needed. Also, wherever you can, give a quantitative idea of the precision needed. 

18. When the planet Jupiter is at a distance of 824.7 million kilometers from the Earth, its angular 

diameter is measured to be of arc. Calculate the diameter of Jupiter. 

19. A LASER is a source of very intense, monochromatic, and unidirectional beam of light. These 

properties of a laser light can be exploited to measure long distances. The distance of the Moon from 

the Earth has been already determined very precisely using a laser as a source of light. A laser light 

beamed at the Moon takes 2.56 s to return after reflection at the Moon"s surface. How much is the 

radius of the lunar orbit around the Earth? 

20. A SONAR (sound navigation and ranging) uses ultrasonic waves to detect and locate objects 

under water. In a submarine equipped with a SONAR the time delay between generation of a probe 

wave and the reception of its echo after reflection from an enemy submarine is found to be 77.0 s. 

What is the distance of the enemy submarine? (Speed of sound in water = 1450 ). 

3 Marks Questions 

1.  Just as precise measurements are necessary in science, it is equally important to be able to make 

rough estimates of quantities using rudimentary ideas and common observations. Think of ways by 

which you can estimate the following (where an estimate is difficult to obtain, try to get an upper 

bound on the quantity): 

(a) the total mass of rain-bearing clouds over India during the Monsoon 

(b) the mass of an elephant 

(c) the wind speed during a storm 

(d) the number of strands of hair on your head 

(e) the number of air molecules in your classroom. 

Ans. (a) During monsoons, a metrologist records about 215 cm of rainfall in India i.e., the height of 

water column, h = 215 cm = 2.15 m 

Area of country, A =  

Hence, volume of rain water, V = A × h =  

Density of water, p =  

Hence, mass of rain water = p× V =  kg 

Hence, the total mass of rain-bearing clouds over India is approximately  kg. 

(b) Consider a ship of known base area floating in the sea. Measure its depth in sea (say ). 

Volume of water displaced by the ship,  

Now, move an elephant on the ship and measure the depth of the ship ( ) in this case. 

Volume of water displaced by the ship with the elephant on board,  

Volume of water displaced by the elephant =  
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Density of water = D 

Mass of elephant = AD  

(c) Wind speed during a storm can be measured by an anemometer. As wind blows, it rotates. The 

rotation made by the anemometer in one second gives the value of wind speed. 

(d) Area of the head surface carrying hair = A 

With the help of a screw gauge, the diameter and hence, the radius of a hair can be determined. Let it 

be r. 

∴Area of one  

2.  The unit of length convenient on the nuclear scale is a fermi: 1 f =  m. Nuclear sizes obey 

roughly the following empirical relation:  

where r is the radius of the nucleus, A its mass number, and is a constant equal to about, 1.2 f. 

Show that the rule implies that nuclear mass density is nearly constant for different nuclei. Estimate 

the mass density of sodium nucleus. Compare it with the average mass density of a sodium atom 

obtained in Exercise. 2.27. 

3.  A great physicist of this century (P.A.M. Dirac) loved playing with numerical values of 

Fundamental constants of nature. This led him to an interesting observation. Dirac found that from the 

basic constants of atomic physics (c, e, mass of electron, mass of proton) and the gravitational 

constant G, he could arrive at a number with the dimension of time. Further, it was a very large 

number, its magnitude being close to the present estimate on the age of the universe (~15 billion 

years). From the table of fundamental constants in this book, try to see if you too can construct this 

number (or any other interesting number you can think of). If its coincidence with the age of the 

universe were significant, what would this imply for the constancy of fundamental constants? 

4 Marks Questions 

1.A book with many printing errors contains four different formulas for the displacement y of a 

particle undergoing a certain periodic motion: 

(a)  

(b) y = a sin vt 

(c)  

(d)  

(a = maximum displacement of the particle, v = speed of the particle. T = time-period of motion). 

Rule out the wrong formulas on dimensional grounds. 

2.One mole of an ideal gas at standard temperature and pressure occupies 22.4 L (molar volume). 

What is the ratio of molar volume to the atomic volume of a mole of hydrogen? (Take the size of 

hydrogen molecule to be about 1 ) . Why is this ratio so large? 
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 3.The nearest star to our solar system is 4.29 light years away. How much is this distance in terms of 

parsecs? How much parallax would this star (named Alpha Centauri) show when viewed from two 

locations of the Earth six months apart in its orbit around the Sun? 

4.Estimate the average mass density of a sodium atom assuming its size to be about 2.5 . (Use the 

known values of Avogadro"s number and the atomic mass of sodium). Compare it with the density of 

sodium in its crystalline phase: 970 kg . Are the two densities of the same order of magnitude? If 

so, why? 

5. It is a well known fact that during a total solar eclipse the disk of the moon almost completely 

covers the disk of the Sun. From this fact and from the information you can gather from examples 2.3 

and 2.4, determine the approximate diameter of the moon. 

5 Marks Questions 

1. Just as precise measurements are necessary in science, it is equally important to be able to make 

rough estimates of quantities using rudimentary ideas and common observations. Think of ways by 

which you can estimate the following (where an estimate is difficult to obtain, try to get an upper 

bound on the quantity): 

(a) the total mass of rain-bearing clouds over India during the Monsoon 

(b) the mass of an elephant 

(c) the wind speed during a storm 

(d) the number of strands of hair on your head 

(e) the number of air molecules in your classroom. 

2.  The unit of length convenient on the nuclear scale is a fermi: 1 f =  m. Nuclear sizes obey 

roughly the following empirical relation:  

where r is the radius of the nucleus, A its mass number, and is a constant equal to about, 1.2 f. 

Show that the rule implies that nuclear mass density is nearly constant for different nuclei. Estimate 

the mass density of sodium nucleus. Compare it with the average mass density of a sodium atom 

obtained in Exercise. 2.27. 

3.  A great physicist of this century (P.A.M. Dirac) loved playing with numerical values of 

Fundamental constants of nature. This led him to an interesting observation. Dirac found that from the 

basic constants of atomic physics (c, e, mass of electron, mass of proton) and the gravitational 

constant G, he could arrive at a number with the dimension of time. Further, it was a very large 

number, its magnitude being close to the present estimate on the age of the universe (~15 billion 

years). From the table of fundamental constants in this book, try to see if you too can construct this 

number (or any other interesting number you can think of). If its coincidence with the age of the 

universe were significant, what would this imply for the constancy of fundamental constants? 

 

[B] Motion in a Straight Line 
1 Marks Questions 

1. Under what condition is the relation  correct? 

2.Two balls of different masses are thrown vertically upward with same initial speed. Which one will 

rise to a greater height? 

3.What is the relative velocity of two bodies having equal velocities? 
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4.A railway train 400m long is going from New Delhi railway station to Kanpur. Can we consider 

railway train as a point object 

5.Shipra went from her home to school 2.5km away. On finding her home closed she returned to her 

home immediately. What is her net displacement? What is the total distance covered by her? 

6.Can speed of an object be negative? Justify 

7.Under what condition the displacement and the distance of a moving object will have the same 

magnitude? 

8.What is the shape of the displacement time graph for uniform linear motion? 

9.Figure shows a displacements time graph. Comment on the sign of velocities at point P, Q, R, S and 

T. 

 
10. The velocity-time graph of a particle in one-dimensional motion is shown in Fig. 3.29: 

 

Which of the following formulae are correct for describing the motion of the particle over the time-

interval t2 to t1? 

(a)   

(b)  

(c) vAverage =   

(d) aAverage =   

(e)   

(f) = area under the curve bounded by the t-axis and the dotted line shown. 

11. In which of the following examples of motion, can the body be considered approximately a point 

object: 

(a) a railway carriage moving without jerks between two stations. 

(b) a monkey sitting on top of a man cycling smoothly on a circular track. 

(c) a spinning cricket ball that turns sharply on hitting the ground. 

(d) a tumbling beaker that has slipped off the edge of a table. 
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2 Marks Questions 

1.Write the characteristics of displacement? 

2.Draw displacement time graph for uniformly accelerated motion. What is its shape? 

3.Sameer went on his bike from Delhi to Gurgaon at a speed of 60km/hr and came back at a speed of 

40km/hr. what is his average speed for entire journey. 

4.What causes variation in velocity of a particle? 

5.Figure. Shows displacement – time curves I and II. What conclusions do you draw from these 

graphs? 

 

6.Displacement of a particle is given by the expression x = 3t2 + 7t – 9, where x is in meter and t is in 

seconds. What is acceleration? 

7.A particle is thrown upwards. It attains a height (h) after 5 seconds and again after 9s comes back. 

What is the speed of the particle at a height h? 

8.Draw displacement time graph for a uniformly accelerated motion? What is its shape? 

9.The displacement x of a particle moving in one dimension under the action of constant force is 

related to the time by the equation where x is in meters and t is in seconds. Find the velocity of the 

particle at (1) t = 3s (2) t = 6s. 

10.A balloon is ascending at the rate of 4.9m/s. A pocket is dropped from the balloon when situated at 

a height of 245m. How long does it take the packet to reach the ground? What is its final velocity? 

11.A car moving on a straight highway with speed of 126km/hr. is brought to stop within a distance of 

200m. What is the retardation of the car (assumed uniform) and how long does it take for the car to 

stop? 

12. In Exercises 3.13 and 3.14, we have carefully distinguished between average speed and 

magnitude of average velocity. No such distinction is necessary when we consider instantaneous 

speed and magnitude of velocity. The instantaneous speed is always equal to the magnitude of 

instantaneous velocity. Why? 

13. Look at the graphs (a) to (d) (Fig. 3.20) carefully and state, with reasons, which of 

these cannot possibly represent one-dimensional motion of a particle. 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

 

14. Figure 3.21 shows the x-t plot of one-dimensional motion of a particle. Is it correct to say from the 

graph that the particle moves in a straight line for t < 0 and on a parabolic path for t > 0? If not, 

suggest a suitable physical context for this graph. 

 

15. A police van moving on a highway with a speed of 30  fires a bullet at a thief"s car 

speeding away in the same direction with a speed of . If the muzzle speed of the bullet is

, with what speed does the bullet hit the thief"s car ? (Note: Obtain that speed which is 

relevant for damaging the thief"s car). 

16. Figure 3.24 gives the x-t plot of a particle in one-dimensional motion. Three different equal 

intervals of time are shown. In which interval is the average speed greatest, and in which is it the 

least? Give the sign of average velocity for each interval. 
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(Fig: 3.24) 

17. A boy standing on a stationary lift (open from above) throws a ball upwards with the maximum 

initial speed he can, equal to 49 m/s. How much time does the ball take to return to his hands? If the 

lift starts moving up with a uniform speed of 5 m/s and the boy again throws the ball up with the 

maximum speed he can, how long does the ball take to return to his hands? 

18. A jet airplane travelling at the speed of  ejects its products of combustion at the 

speed of  relative to the jet plane. What is the speed of the latter with respect to an 

observer on ground?.  

19. Two trains A and B of length 400 m each are moving on two parallel tracks with a uniform speed 

of  in the same direction, with A ahead of B. The driver of B decides to overtake A and 

accelerates by . If after 50 s, the guard of B just brushes past the driver of A, what was the 

original distance between them? 

3 Marks Questions 

1.Define  from velocity time graph. 

2.A particle is moving along a straight line and its position is given by the 

relation   

     3.A police jeep on a petrol duty on national highway was moving with a speed of 54km/hr. in the 

same direction. It finds a thief rushing up in a car at a rate of 126km/hr in the same direction. Police 

sub – inspector fired at the car of the thief with his service revolver with a muzzle speed of 100m/s. 

with what speed will the bullet hit the car of thief? 

4.Establish the relation   where the letters have their usual meanings. 

5.A stone is dropped from the top of a cliff and is found to ravel 44.1m diving the last second before it 

reaches the ground. What is the height of the cliff? g = 9.8m/s2 

6.Establish  from velocity time graph for a uniform accelerated motion? 

 

7.(a) Define the term relative velocity? 

(b) Write the expression for relative velocity of one moving with respect to another body when 

objects are moving in same direction and are moving in opposite directions? 

(c) A Jet airplane traveling at the speed of 500km/hr ejects its products of combustion at the speed of 

1500km/h relative to the Jet plane. What is the speed of the latter with respect to an observer on the 

ground? 

8.Define (i) v = u + at (ii) V2 – u2 = 2as by calculus method 
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9. A woman starts from her home at 9.00 am, walks with a speed of on a straight road up 

to her office 2.5 km away, stays at the office up to 5.00 pm, and returns home by an auto with a speed 

of . Choose suitable scales and plot the x-t graph of her motion. 

10. A drunkard walking in a narrow lane takes 5 steps forward and 3 steps backward, followed again 

by 5 steps forward and 3 steps backward, and so on. Each step is 1 m long and requires 1 s. Plot the x-

t graph of his motion. Determine graphically and otherwise how long the drunkard takes to fall in a pit 

13 m away from the start. 

11. A car moving along a straight highway with a speed of 126km  is brought to a stop within a 

distance of 200m. What is the retardation of the car (assumed uniform), and how long does it take for 

the car to stop? 

12. Read each statement below carefully and state with reasons and examples, if it is true or false; 

A particle in one-dimensional motion 

(a) with zero speed at an instant may have non-zero acceleration at that instant 

(b) with zero speed may have non-zero velocity, 

(c) with constant speed must have zero acceleration, 

(d) with positive value of acceleration must be speeding up. 

13. Suggest a suitable physical situation for each of the following graphs (Fig 3.22): 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

14. The position-time (x-t) graphs for two children A and B returning from their school O to their 

homes P and Q respectively are shown in Fig. 3.19. Choose the correct entries in the brackets below; 
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(a) (A/B) lives closer to the school than (B/A) 

(b) (A/B) starts from the school earlier than (B/A) 

(c) (A/B) walks faster than (B/A) 

(d) A and B reach home at the (same/different) time 

(e) (A/B) overtakes (B/A) on the road (once/twice). 

4 Marks Questions 

1.  On a two-lane road, car A is travelling with a speed of . Two cars B and C approach 

car A in opposite directions with a speed of  each. At a certain instant, when the distance 

AB is equal to AC, both being 1 km, B decides to overtake A before C does. What minimum 

acceleration of car B is required to avoid an accident? 

 

3. Figure 3.23 gives the x-t plot of a particle executing one-dimensional simple harmonic motion. 

(You will learn about this motion in more detail in Chapter14). Give the signs of position, velocity 

and acceleration variables of the particle at t = 0.3 s, 1.2 s, - 1.2 s. 

 

4. On a long horizontally moving belt (Fig. 3.26), a child runs to and fro with a speed 9 km h-1 (with 

respect to the belt) between his father and mother located 50 m apart on the moving belt. The belt 

moves with a speed of 4 . For an observer on a stationary platform outside, what is the 

(a) speed of the child running in the direction of motion of the belt ?. 

(b) speed of the child running opposite to the direction of motion of the belt ? 

(c) time taken by the child in (a) and (b) ? 

Which of the Ans.s alter if motion is viewed by one of the parents? 

 

(Fig: 3 
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5. Two towns A and B are connected by a regular bus service with a bus leaving in either direction 

every T minutes. A man cycling with a speed of  in the direction A to B notices that a bus 

goes past him every 18 min in the direction of his motion, and every 6 min in the opposite direction. 

What is the period T of the bus service and with what speed (assumed constant) do the buses ply on 

the road? 

6. Figure 3.25 gives a speed-time graph of a particle in motion along a constant direction. Three equal 

intervals of time are shown. In which interval is the average acceleration greatest in magnitude? In 

which interval is the average speed greatest? Choosing the positive direction as the constant direction 

of motion, give the signs of v and a in the three intervals. What are the accelerations at the points A, 

B, C and D? 

 

(Fig: 3.25) 

5 Marks Questions 

1.Velocity time graph of a moving particle is shown. Find the displacement (1) 0 – 4 s (2) 0 – 8 (3) 0 

12 s from the graph. Also write the differences between distance and displacement. 

 

2. A player throws a ball upwards with an initial speed of . 

(a) What is the direction of acceleration during the upward motion of the ball? 

(b) What are the velocity and acceleration of the ball at the highest point of its motion? 

(c) Choose the x = 0 m and t = 0 s to be the location and time of the ball at its highest point, vertically 

downward direction to be the positive direction of x-axis, and give the signs of position, velocity and 

acceleration of the ball during its upward, and downward motion. 

(d) To what height does the ball rise and after how long does the ball return to the player"s hands? 

(Take g = 9.8  and neglect air resistance). 

3. A ball is dropped from a height of 90 m on a floor. At each collision with the floor, the ball loses 

one tenth of its speed. Plot the speed-time graph of its motion between t = 0 to 12 s. 

4. A man walks on a straight road from his home to a market 2.5 km away with a speed of 5 . 

Finding the market closed, he instantly turns and walks back home with a speed of 7.5 km h-1. What is 

the 

(a) magnitude of average velocity, and 

(b) average speed of the man over the interval of time (i) 0 to 30 min, (ii) 0 to 50 min, (iii) 0 to 40 

min?  
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5. A three-wheeler starts from rest, accelerates uniformly with  on a straight road for 10 s, 

and then moves with uniform velocity. Plot the distance covered by the vehicle during the nth second 

(n = 1,2,3….) versus n. What do you expect this plot to be during accelerated motion: a straight line or 

a parabola? 

 

6. Two stones are thrown up simultaneously from the edge of a cliff 200 m high with initial speeds of 

15 m/s and 30 m/s. Verify that the graph shown in Fig. 3.27 correctly represents the time variation of 

the relative position of the second stone with respect to the first. Neglect air resistance and assume 

that the stones do not rebound after hitting the ground. Take g = . Give the equations for the 

linear and curved parts of the plot. 

 

7. The speed-time graph of a particle moving along a fixed direction is shown in Fig. 3.28. Obtain the 

distance traversed by the particle between (a) t = 0 s to 10 s, (b) t = 2 s to 6 s. 

 

(Fig. 3.28) 

What is the average speed of the particle over the intervals in (a) and (b)? 
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CHEMISTRY 

Q1. Caffeine has the following percent composition: carbon 49.48%, hydrogen 

5.19%, oxygen 16.48% and nitrogen 28.85%. Its molecular weight is 194.19 

g/mol. What is its molecular formula? 

Q.2. What are the empirical and molecular formulas for a compound with 

86.88% carbon and 13.12% hydrogen and a molecular weight of about 345? 

Q.3. A compound composed of sulfur and fluorine is found to contain 25.24% 

by mass of sulfur. If the molar mass of the compound is 254.11 g/mol, what is 

the molecular formula? 

Q.4. A compound has the empirical formula CHO. If 0.0500 moles of the 

compound weighs 5.804 g, what is the molecular formula? 

Q.5. 5.6 litres of methane CH4 gas is ignited in oxygen gas.Calculate the 

number of moles of CO2 formed. 

Q.6. NO2 ion in KNO2 is oxidized to NO3 ion by the action of KMnO4 in 

H2SO4 solution according to the reaction: 

5KNO2 + 2KMnO4 + 3H2SO4 = 5KNO3 + 2MnSO4 +5I2 +8H2O 

How much KMnO4 is need to oxidize 11.4g of KNO2 ? 

Q.7.  Balance the following equations:  

1) ___ N2 + ___ F2 = ___ NF3 

 2) ___ C6H10 + ___ O2 = ___ CO2 + ___ H2O  

3) ___ HBr + ___ KHCO3 =___ H2O + ___ KBr + ___ CO2  

4) ___ GaBr3 + ___ Na2SO3 =___ Ga2(SO3)3 + ___ NaBr  

5) ___ SnO + ___ NF3 = ___ SnF2 + ___ N2O3 

Q.8. Aluminum reacts with chlorine gas to form aluminum chloride via the 

following reaction: 

2Al + 3Cl2 ---> 2AlCl3 

How many grams of aluminum chloride could be produced from 34.0 g of 

aluminum and 39.0 g of chlorine gas? 
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Q.9. Calculate the percentage composition of each element in Ca ( HCO3)2. 

Q.10. Calculate the number of moles in (i) 245 g of Al2O3  (ii) 100 g CO2 [ Al = 

27g, C=12g , O= 16g] 

 

Worksheet 2 

1. The significant figures in 0.00051 are ————–. 

(a) 5 

(b) 3 

(c) 2 

(d) 26 

2. Formation of CO and CO2 illustrates the law of ————–. 

(a) Law of conservation of mass 

(b) Law of Reciprocal proportion 

(c) Law of Constant Proportion 

(d) Law of Multiple Proportion 

3. The number of significant figures in 6.02 x 10
23

 is ————–. 

(a) 23 

(b) 3 

(c) 4 

(d) 26 

4. The prefix 10
18

 is ————–. 

(a) giga 

(b) exa 

(c) kilo 

(d) mega 
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5. The mass of an atom of carbon is ————–. 

(a) 1g 

(b) 1.99 x 10
 -23

 g 

(c) 1/12 g 

(d) 1.99 x 10
23

 g 

6. A measured temperature on Fahrenheit scale is 200F. What will this reading 

be on the Celsius Scale? 

(a) 40 ℃ 

(b) 94 ℃ 

(c) 93.3 ℃ 

(d) 30 ℃ 

7. Which of the following pairs of gases contains the same number of 

molecules? 

(a) 16 g of O2 and 14 g of N2 

(b) 6 g of O2 and 22 g of CO2 

(c) 28 g of N2 and 22 g of CO2 

(d) 32 g of CO2 and 32g of N2 

8.Calculate the Number of Oxygen Atoms in 50 g of CaCO3 

(a) 6.033 × 10
23

 atoms 

(b) 9.033 × 10
23

 atoms 

(c) 8.033 × 10
23

 atoms 

(d) 3.033 × 10
23

 atoms 

9.The Mass of 2.044 × 10
23

 Carbon Atoms is Given by_____ 

(a) 15 g 

(b) 38 g 

(c) 24 g 

(d) 48 g 
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10.Which One will have Maximum Numbers of Water Molecules? 

(a) 18 molecules of water 

(b) 18 grams of water 

(c) 1.8 grams of water 

(d) 18 moles of water 

 

BIOLOGY 

Worksheet 1 

1. What is a satellite chromosome? 

2. Which cell organelle is only found in animal cells? 

3. What does ―S‖ depicts in the 70S and 80S ribosome? 

4. What is the biochemical composition of the plasma membrane? 

5. What are Cytoskeletal Structures? 

6. What are the three parts of a flagellum? 

7. Give 2 examples of non-membrane bound organelles present in animals? 

8. Differentiate between peripheral and integral membrane proteins 

9. Discuss briefly the role of nucleolus in the cells actively involved in protein synthesis. 

10. What are histones? What are their functions? 

 

II. Learn the characteristics from chapter Animal kingdom. 

 

III. Write the experiments in lab manual. 
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MATHEMATICS 

1. The value of sin 150° is: 

a) 0 

b) 1/2 

c) -1 

d) undefined 

 

2. The value of cos 210° is: 

a) 0 

b) √3/2 

c) -1 

d) undefined 

 

3. If sin x = 1/2, then cos x is equal to: 

a) 1/2 

b) √3/2 

c) √2/2 

d) 2 

 

4. If tan x = 3/4, then sin x is equal to: 

a) 3/5 

b) 4/5 

c) √7/25 

d) √7/16 

 

5. If sin x = cos y, then the value of tan (x+y) is: 

a) 1 

b) -1 

c) 0 

d) undefined 

 

6. The value of cot (-π/4) is: 

a) -1 

b) 0 

c) √2/2 

d) undefined 

 

7. If sec x = -5/3, then cos x is equal to: 

a) -3/5 

b) -4/5 

c) 3/5 

d) 4/5 

 

8. If tan x = √3, then the value of sin x is: 

a) √2/2 

b) √3/2 

c) 1/2 

d) undefined 
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9. If cos x = -1/2, then the value of sin (x+π/6) is: 

a) -√3/4 

b) √3/4 

c) -1/4 

d) 1/4 

 

10. If sec x = 2, then the value of cos (x+π/3) is: 

a) -1/2 

b) -√3/2 

c) 1/2 

d) √3/2 

 
11. The conjugate of the complex number 3 + 4i is: 

a) 3 - 4i 

b) -3 + 4i 

c) -3 - 4i 

d) 4 + 3i 

 

12. The modulus of the complex number 2 + 5i is: 

a) 2 

b) 5 

c) √29 

d) 7 

 

13. The product of the complex numbers (3 + i) and (2 - i) is: 

a) 5 + 5i 

b) 5 - i 

c) 7 + i 

d) 7 - i 

 

14. The argument of the complex number -2 + √3i is: 

a) π/3 

b) 2π/3 

c) 4π/3 

d) 5π/3 

 

15. The quotient of the complex numbers (1 + i) and (1 - i) is: 

a) i 

b) -i 

c) 1+i 

d) 1-i 

 

16. The complex conjugate of the imaginary unit i is: 

a) i 

b) -i 

c) 1/i 

d) -1/i 
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17. The modulus of the complex number -4 - 3i is: 

a) 4 

b) 3 

c) √7 

d) 5 

 

18. The argument of the complex number 4i is: 

a) π/2 

b) π 

c) 3π/2 

d) undefined 

 

19. The product of the complex numbers (-1 + i√3) and (-1 - i√3) is: 

a) -4 

b) -2i√3 

c) -4i 

d) 4 

 

20. The quotient of the complex numbers (2 - 3i) and (1 + 2i) is: 

a) -1/5 - 7/5i 

b) -1/5 + 7/5i 

c) 1/5 - 7/5i 

d) 1/5 + 7/5i 

 
21. What is the coefficient of x

3
 in the expansion of (1 + x)

5
? 

a) 5 

b) 10 

c) 15 

d) 20 

 

22. What is the constant term in the expansion of (2x - 1)
4
? 

a) -16 

b) 16 

c) -8 

d) 8 

 

23. What is the coefficient of x
2
y

3
 in the expansion of (x + 2y)

5
? 

a) 10 

b) 40 

c) 80 

d) 120 

 

24. What is the fourth term in the expansion of (1 + 2x)
7
? 

a) 560x
3
 

b) 560x
4
 

c) 560x
5
 

d) 560x
6
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25. What is the sum of the coefficients in the expansion of (1 - x)
6
? 

a) 32 

b) 64 

c) 128 

d) 256 

 

26. What is the coefficient of x
4
 in the expansion of (1 + x

2
)
6
? 

a) 15 

b) 20 

c) 30 

d) 40 

 

27. What is the coefficient of x
3
y

2
 in the expansion of (2x + y)

5
? 

a) 80 

b) 160 

c) 240 

d) 320 

 

28. What is the seventh term in the expansion of (1 - 3x)
9
? 

a) -6561x
7
 

b) -32805x
6
 

c) -98415x
5
 

d) -196830x
4
 

 

29. What is the coefficient of x
5
 in the expansion of (1 + x)

8
 - (1 - x)

8
? 

a) 0 

b) 56 

c) 112 

d) 168 

 

30. What is the coefficient of x
2
 in the expansion of (1 + x + x

2
)
5
? 

a) 20 

b) 30 

c) 40 

d) 50 
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ACCOUNTANCY 

 Write all the notes of the topic taught till date in your notebook and prepare a PPT on the 

same. 

Accounting-  

 Meaning and Definition 

 Features 

 Function 

 Objectives 

 Merits/Advantages 

 Demerits/limitation 

 Branches 

 Basic Accounting Terms 

Note: You are required to share the PPT @ utpal.sarkar1978@gmail.com before 12
th

 June 

2023. 

 

ECONOMICS 

STATISTICS: 

 Learn and write all the formula of Mean, Median, Quartile and Mode for all the three series i.e. 

individual, discrete and continuous in your notebook and prepare a PPT for the same. 

Note: You are required to share the PPT @ utpal.sarkar1978@gmail.com before 12
th

 June 

2023. 

 

  

mailto:utpal.sarkar1978@gmail.com
mailto:utpal.sarkar1978@gmail.com
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BUSINESS STUDIES 

1.Armaan is very fond of playing indoor games, he requested his father to buy him some 

indoor games. His father sold his old laptop on OLX.com and bought him a new play station 

fromCromaelectronix.com. 

Can the transaction by Armaan‘s father to sell the laptop be termed as a business transaction? 

Name the related feature of business to support your answer. 

  

2. GMR Industries entered the airports space in early 2000s and is today counted amongst the 

top 5 airport private airport developer and operators globally. GMR Industries presently owns 

and operates Delhi International Airport and Hyderabad International Airports. Apart from 

being the largest private airport company in India, GMR Industries is the only Indian airport 

developer to have developer to have developed and operated airports outside India. Identify 

the types of industry and its category being discussed in above case. 

  

3. Shiela after graduating from college went back to her home town in Meghalaya. It was 

small town with very few job opportunities. The karbi tribal women in that area were 

uneducated but still practiced the method of obtaining traditional colours from natural wild 

herbs. Their most popular dye was indigo obtained from the leave called ‗sibu‘. Using these 

colours they 

added variety to their textiles. The women were mainly confined to their homes and they did 

not know how to make a living out their talent. Shiela went from door to door and analyzed 

the problem that existed. She thought of setting up the business of buying textiles from them 

and converting them to suits in her factory in Noida. Her business turns out to be a great 

success. On the basis of the given information about Shiela, answer the following questions: 

A. Identify the types of business activity Shiela is engaged in. 

B. Specify the category of the type of business activity performed by Shiela. 

C. Which type of business activity is undertaken by Karbi tribal women by getting indigo 

obtained from the leave called ‗sibu‘? 

  

4.Apoorvi, from the young age had a deep connection with traditional Indian textiles and 

craftsmanship. Founder and designer Apoorvi kher who fulfilled her lifelong dream 

of making a career in fashion by leaving her professional life behind and pursued a design 

programme at the Los Angeles School of Design and Merchandising. Thus, Apoorvi got 

maximum real world fashion exposure. With her love from these Indian fabrics and her 

arsenal of fashion knowledge she now intends to glorify these national treasures with her 

readymade store 

‗Armaniya‘.  

‗Armaniya‘ is an initiative to incorporate a perfect mix of latest trends, luxury fabrics, Indian 

traditional weaves and culture all under one roof. She manages the business along with two 

employees i.e., salesman and a cashier. She usually takes advice from her father in case of 

any managerial issue. Now-a-days, Apoorvi is facing a lot of problem as trends in the field 

are continually changing, meaning businesses must continually adapt to market demands, this 

ever-changing market along with strong competition has added to the trouble of declining 

sales. Furthermore, one day A Poorvi found her cashier doing some embezzlement of cash. 

A. Identify the different causes of business risks discussed in the above case. Also quote the 

lines for the identified cause. 

B. Are the above identified risks pure risk or speculative risk? Give reason in support ofyour 

answer. 
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5. The banking system in India dated back to 1750 BC. In ancient India there is evidence of 

loans from the Vedic period. From the writing of many foreign travellers during Mughal 

period we came to know about the use of various instruments in the then great commercial 

centers. In the Mughal periods historians found the evidence of loan deeds which were called 

dastawez. There were two types of dastawez-one was payable on demand and other was 

payable after a stipulated time. The most important class of credit instruments of exchange 

evolved in India at that time. Their use was most widespread in the twelfth century, and has 

continued till today On the basis of the given information about the banking system in 

India, answer the following questions: 

a) Identify the instrument of exchange prominent in the great ancient commercial centres of 

India. 

b) State two important features of the instrument of exchange identified in part (a) 

6. OLX and qickr are examples of well-known websites used to conduct business. Tarasha‘s 

sofa set got spoiled in the rain. Her friend suggested that she should change the fabric so that 

it looks new and put it for sale on Olx. Tarasha followed her friend‘s advice and got her sofa 

repaired so that it looked better and uploaded nicely clicked pictures on the website without 

disclosing the fact that it was damaged from the inside. She found a buyer and sold it for Rs 

10,000. After five days the buyer found the real state of the sofa set and called Tarasha but 

she did not answer any of the calls. 

1. Identify the type of business highlighted in the above case. 

2. Identify any two values which are overlooked by Tarasha. 

3. Explain any two benefits and limitations of e-business. 

7.  Sarthak Electronics Ltd. has a loss of Rs 15,00,000 to pay. They are short of funds so they 

are trying to find means to arrange funds. Their manager suggested a claim from the 

insurance company against stock lost due to fire in the warehouse. He actually meant that 

they can put their warehouse on fire and claim from insurance companies against stock 

insured. They will use the claim money to pay the loan. 

1. Will the company receive a claim if the surveyor from the insurance company comes 

to know the real cause of fire? 

2. Write any two Values which the company ignores while planning to arrange money 

from false claims. 

3. State any three elements of fire insurance 

 


